Let NMGI manage your
network so you can
manage your practice.

NMGI Solutions for the
Healthcare Industry

What sets Network Management Group, Inc. (NMGI) apart
from other technology firms is our experience. Our managed
service engineers have been providing the highest rated
support for over 30 years and strive for zero downtime.

Call the Technology
Professionals
NMGI has provided technical and functional consulting
services to organizations around the nation for the past
30 years. As specialists with hands-on experience in
designing, installing, and managing critical network
infrastructure our staff possesses the first-hand knowledge
of best practices and security requirements. We’re not a
fly-by-night technology firm. We’re experienced technology
experts.

Managed Services for
Healthcare Practices

Network Management Group, Inc. provides consulting,
technology solutions, systems and related services to public
and private sector clients throughout the United States. NMGI
is based in Hutchinson, Kansas, and has a team, with 500+
combined years of experience, who are all focused on solving
the needs of your organization. NMGI lets healthcare
practitioners be healthcare practitioners instead of IT experts.
We provide complete managed services including installation,
operation, monitoring, and maintainence of your network,
virtually eliminating the need for you to hire and manage an
expensive team of IT specialists. NMGI’s managed services
can also watch over your desktop computers, servers, and
other computing assets to provide a comprehensive solution
to your technology needs.

Update Your Network
Infrastructure
How much has the healthcare industry changed in the past
several years? If your information technology is still the same
as several years ago, your practice’s critical backbone may
be on the brink of obsolescence too. Consider your data
network and the new threats and viruses emerging virtually
every day. Security is paramount, but so is flexibility and
agility to manage growth and seize emerging opportunities.
Is your network up to these tasks? Will it still be tomorrow?
Find out with a network assessment by NMGI.

Begin with a Network
Inventory Scan

Explore a relationship with NMGI through a complimentary
network inventory scan. Let our networking consultants review
your current infrastructure to determine what’s working well,
and where process or technology improvements could benefit
your facility. We’ll brief you on our findings, then you can
choose whether to move forward with NMGI’s services,
address the issues on your own, or make no changes at all.
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